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Greetings to all from a strangely quiet Abbey. Whilst no one is able to come to
the Abbey we thought we would offer a little ‘Abbeyness’ to you instead.
We are currently a household of 6, continuing to care for and ‘hold’ the wonderful
Abbey spaces until the time when we are able to open our doors again to welcome
visitors.
Everyone is faced with challenges and opportunities at this time; Linda and Charlotte
offer their reflections on these.
A selection of photos gives you a glimpse of Abbey life. There is so much to be grateful
for in this place at this unique time.
May you stay safe and well, may you find daily blessings and gratitudes,
with love from the Abbey X
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Still Point by Linda

e

As we all pause during this remarkable moment, the only thing not in some way
confined here is Spring. The courtyard magnolia is about to be a riot of blossom, the
cherry tree wears her flowerful wig, butterflies tumble around each other upwards,
and, for the first time here, I notice the midges’ evening dance in the sunset’s last rays.
How grateful am I to be here. As I work on The Abbey “history project” it strikes me
that this great turning point of 2020, the fabled 40th anniversary (now postponed or
gone online) - this will be *our* era in the story of this place. What did they do? How
did they cope? future residents might wonder. Strangely, I get a sense that this is what
Fred and Stephen had in mind – a community of people working alongside each
other, making home, making their own fun to stay sane, tolerating and even
accepting where we are opposite, growing food, meditating and dining together, being
civil, learning to be together well. How interesting that *we* should be the community
to witness this peculiar caesura.
My wonderful terrible mission during this Still Point is to rebuild my yurt which I’ve
loved having pitched in the grounds for the last couple of years. Unbelievably, recent
storms dealt it a heavy blow but with luck I was able to haul back the materials I need
to resurrect it before Life Changed. I now find myself daunted at the prospect of
skinning the bark off 40 ash poles with a draw knife, shaping them to square points at
one end; then drilling the corresponding number of square holes – at an angle - into a
3 inch thick ring of wood...I am going to have to learn, fast!
But with the encouragement of friends, albeit virtually, and thanks to the moral
support and practical help from comrades at The Abbey, I am so much more likely to
succeed. I *will* remake my home of sticks. And I have the notion that I will be ever
grateful to The Abbey for the whole experience.
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The Gift of Faith
by Charlotte

e

Through the tumultuous seas of uncertainty and
anxiety, swept by a thousand voices on the winds
carrying fears, laws, advice, statistics, questions and
theories, Holy Week sails surely toward us, sturdy as
a ship guided by a fixed star. Here in the Abbey I feel
blessed to be in a beautiful place where I can turn
my mind to such reflections and face the challenge
of finding new ways to reach out. Never has the gift
of faith seemed greater than these last weeks; as the
divine rod parted the seas of exile and chaos with
one touch, so prayer and meditation can forge a path,
far-reaching as a fissure through a sea of glass which
cracks from edge to edge when a break occurs at
any point. And this “break” through seemingly solid
obstacles is the spiritual path I feel opening when I lift
my inner voice beyond myself, searching.
For when I place myself in the centre of the present; chaos, disorder and penumbra make
themselves apparent. In prayer, I feel myself diminish and the heavens draw closer, the constellations
suggesting a great harmony through the perfect schema of their courses. It is a very small sacrifice
- the petty anxieties, fears, thoughts and doubts which I tenaciously own, for the demands of the
divine will which I seek through prayer. Sacrifice, high on the hill of Holy Week, is at the crossroads
of every heart. When Isaac asks his father Abraham in all innocence as they ascend Mount Moriah,
“Who will provide the sacrifice?”. Abraham’s reply, “God will provide.”, is at the core of his and our
test, the test of faith. Often seen as the greatest sacrifice in scripture and clearly prefiguring the
sacrifice of Christ, I have been reading these verses and one insight I would like to share is that the
word “test” in Hebrew shares the same etymology as the word for “miracle”. Their root is the word
“nes” which also means “to raise up”, “to set a standard”. As Abraham ascends Mount Moriah and
Christ ascends Calvary they subdue their wills to the divine will, responding to God’s desire to
infuse us with his light, shake us out of our mortal constraints and bind us to His infinite wisdom.
One writer closer to our time than the scriptures, a writer who exemplifies the cultivation of the
seeds of miracle through the labour of the test is Etty Hillesum, a courageous, modest young lady
who, as the Second World War brutalized the world around her, before she was deported and killed,
continued to do good, to believe and to write such phrases as, “If God no longer helps me it will be
my duty to help God.”. Her urge to safeguard “that little piece of You, God, in ourselves” has never
ceased to inspire and encourage me, and how much greater my faith and gratitude should be since
this is not a war but a molecule that has sent us all into isolation and caused a hiatus in civilization as
we knew it.
On the other side of our isolation I pray we will find each other with renewed love, faith and joy. I
look forward to the return of music and your company. We will be like those who dream, with a new
song in our mouths. Meanwhile the spring light continues to grow and bless us. I remind myself that
the shadows are all sons and daughters of this great light. The cherry tree still adorns herself like a
bride, the geese know their aerial paths, the squirrel vandalizes the bird feeder every morning and I
know the swallow will find us before too long.
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Half an Hour Silent Meditation
with The Abbey Community on Zoom
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Join The Abbey community at 6pm daily for 30 mins silent meditation, broadcast live on Zoom.
Meditation will start promptly so please log in a few mins early, make sure you are ready and
comfortable, seated on a chair or cushion, with blankets for warmth. We will chime the singing bowl
once to enter meditation and three times to exit. Each of us brings our own unique form of
contemplation to the space, from prayer to mantra. We welcome all faiths and none.
Join Zoom Meeting by clicking the link below:
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/222114188 Meeting ID: 222 114 188

ready for meditation

virtual dinner guest

preparing for poppies

Zoom council meeting

Rosemary in the rosemary

loving the labyrinth

jazzing up the window frames

jazzing about

clapping for carers

